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QUESTION 1

In an IBM Sterling Order Management deployment, the LDAP authentication will be implemented as a web service call
against theEmployee Active Directory. Which is a valid property for this LDAP implementation? 

A. yfs.yfs security Idap user 

B. yfs.yfs.security.ldap.authenticator 

C. yfs.ldap.authenticator 

D. yfs.yfs.security.ldap.uri 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

II was found during an implementation that the input to a particular API component in a service did not contain the sales
order document type in the input. 

How can thisbe fixed in the production environment without having to redeploy the application\\'? 

A. Add a Nomenclature component before the API component to stamp the DocumentType attribute 

B. Add an XSL Translator component before the API component to stamp theDocumentType attribute. 

C. Add a Defaulting component before the API component to stamp the DocumentType attribute. 

D. Add the sales order document type to the template of the API component. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A point of sale (POS) system is connected to a central application server at the enterprise level. Network is unavailable
and the POS system is not able to connect, but stores still need to service customers. The store would like to operate in
offline mode and transfer data to the server once the networkis back. 

How can an implementation professional model this requirement in the system? 

A. Run the Change data import agent for data synch from enterprise to store in DELTA synch mode 

B. Run the Change data export agent for data synch from enterprise tostore in DELTA synch mode 

C. Run the Change data import agent for data synch from enterprise to store in FULL synch mode 

D. Run the Change data export agent for data synch from enterprise to store in QUICK synch mode 

Correct Answer: B 

 



QUESTION 4

Two organizations of a company have the same item identifier for two different physical items and the company does
not have a common item ID for the two items. How should the implementation professional define the Catalog
Organization? 

A. Defined at the highest level in the organization hierarchy 

B. Defined at the lower level in the organization hierarchy C Defined to inherit properties from pricing organization 

C. Defined to be able to modify configuration groups atinventory level 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

An organization needs to limit the output of the getOrderDetails API for user XYZ, while keeping the original API output
intact the remaining users. The user XYZ belongs to User Group A and TeamB. 

How can this be achieved using IBM Sterling Order Management security configurations? 

A. Configure a XSL file to modify the output template to limit output of getOrderDetails API and assign it to user XYZ 

B. Use API security configuration for thegetOrderDetails API to limit its output and assign it to the user XYZ 

C. Use API security configuration for the getOrderDetails API to limit its output and assign it to Team B 

D. Use API security configuration for the getOrderDetails API tolimit its output and assign it to User Group A 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

In the following scenario, the system should avoid locking in YFSJNVENTORYJTEM until the overall availability is low
(150). 

How can this requirement be modeled in the system? 

A. Configure yfs.hotsku.lockOnlyOnLowAvailability = Y 

B. Configure yfs.skipLockInventoryitemList = Y 

C. Configure yfs.hotsku.assumeUnavailableonLockTimeout = Y 

D. Configure yfs hotsku.useAvailabilityAcrossNodes = Y 



Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

XYZ-CORP is an enterprise and a catalog organization that maintains items, such as processors, motherboards, and
chipsets. When an implementation professional defines the sub-catalog organizations as shown in the following figure,
which statement is true? 

A. Only XYZ-CORP is authorized to create and manage categories within the XYZ-Vendor category, such as the Perfect
category 

B. Only XYZ-CORP is authorized to create and manage categories within the XYZ- Vendor category and 

the XYZ-Retail category 

C. XYZ-Retail can assign items from the Memory and Platform categories and theirsubcategories to its own categories 

D. XYZ-Vendor is authorized to create and manage categories within XYZ-Retail, and the XYZ-Retail is authorized to
create and manage categories within XYZ-Vendor since both are sub-catalog Organization Enterprises. 

Correct Answer: A 



 

QUESTION 8

An enterprise wants to make sure that its biggest customer gets their orders shipped out first in order to ensure that
customer\\'s satisfaction. How can this be best accomplished? 

A. Configure ahold on be put on orders from other customers 

B. Configure Item-Based Allocation (IBA) to run more often for that customer 

C. Configure Real-Time Availability Monitor (RTAM) to run more often for that customer 

D. Configure auser-configured Item-Based Allocation (IBA) rule with that customer as the criteria 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Sales orders are being purged using the ORDER_PURGE transaction for which the retention days period is defined to
be 30 days. How does the purge agent select the orders that need to be purged? 

A. It selects those orders from the YFS_TASK_Q table that are available (AVAILABLE, DATE
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